
For Brighter Bathrooms, 
Add PVC Shiplap.

The farmhouse feel: 
bring it in
Beyond historic homes and barns, shiplap has been working 

its fresh, timeless charms on home interiors as well. While 

white shiplap is the most common and familiar form, rustic 

wood and paintable PVC styles make this material versatile 

enough to use anywhere in your home. 

Royal® prefi nished PVC Shiplap makes a particularly 

compelling addition to bathrooms, creating a clean, 

comfortable space while demanding relatively little in time 

and sweat. It’s waterproof, mold resistant, fl exible and works 

well in a space with lots of slants and angles. Plus, it’s 

inexpensive, lightweight and easy to install. 

Get ready to create a clean slate in your bathroom by 

following a few simple steps.  

• Royal PVC Shiplap

• 1” x 6” board for baseboard

• Royal Corner Guards

• Royal 2.5’ x 8’ Prefi nished PVC 

Chair Rail Moulding

• Construction adhesive

• Caulk

• Caulking gun

• Nail gun and brad nails (if 

shiplap extends beyond tile)

• Spackle

ALL THE MATERIALS YOU’LL NEED:
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Step 1
If you’re installing over tile, prep your walls by wiping them down to ensure they’re free of debris and dust. If 

you’re extending shiplap beyond the lower tile wall, nail shim pieces to ensure shiplap at the top of the wall is 

flush with the bottom of the wall.

Step 2
Cut your shiplap to size and squeeze a few beads of construction adhesive along the edges and middle of 

the shiplap plank.

Step 4
Trim it out by adding a 1” x 6” baseboard to the bottom of the shiplap using construction adhesive. Install 

chair rail to the top of the planks using brad nails.

Step 3
Firmly adhere the shiplap to the tile, and if applicable, shoot a few nails into the shiplap at the top of the wall 

to further secure it. Work your way around the room. Finish outside corners with PVC corner guards.

Step 5
Caulk any gaps for a smooth finish. Paint in your favorite latex color.


